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MESSAGE from the Superintendent:

Dear Community Members,

Over the past several years, the South Orangetown 
Central School District has committed to defining 
its “success” in ways that are meaningful to our 
young learners and graduates.

Our children are growing up in a world where 
people are exercising more choice over what they 
learn and how that knowledge will be acquired 
and applied. As such, our instructional practices 
prepare students to make complex decisions, 
use advanced technologies and communicate 
their work to a broad audience. Our assessment 
practices have also evolved to reflect these 
expectations. Simultaneously, our ability to gather 
and use data to make learning more individualized 
and interactive, has grown. The Data Inquiry Teams 
in all of our schools are providing teachers with 
the means to use multiple data points to inform 
instruction. Capital improvements to our learning 
spaces are aligned with program development, so 
that our students are prepared to work in mobile, 
flexible and networked environments.

 According to recent press reports on New York 
State high school graduation rates, Tappan Zee 
High School’s Class of 2019 placed in the top 
percentile. While this is certainly something to be 
proud of as a community, our success as a school 
district must be based on how we best prepare ALL 
students for the wondrous new opportunities and 
challenges that await them.

Sincerely,

Robert R. Pritchard, Ed.D. 
Superintendent of Schools
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Data Informs Decision-Making

Teachers and administrators are guiding SOCSD’s drive 
toward continuous growth and improvement through  
collaborative work on school-based Data Inquiry Teams.

“We are refining our professional practice to be grounded in data and research  
so we can best identify effective strategies to address challenges that students face,” 
explains Coordinator of Data, Assessment and Accountability Jeanne Corcoran.

Since September, teams have developed familiarity with data that schools already 
collect and identified building-level issues to address. Moving forward, the teams 
will engage in a deeper data dive into the root causes of these challenges, collect 
and analyze relevant data, review research for potential solutions—and then 
implement, assess and refine.

“It is not enough to say that our kids are experiencing a particular challenge,” 
Corcoran says. “Why is that a problem? Why is that happening? It is critical to 
ensure that what we are doing is relevant, accessible and inspiring for all students.”

Attendance and assessment data—including  
STAR, New York State ELA/Math/Science, 
Regents, PSAT/SAT, ACT and AP exams—
offer teachers, counseling staff and admin-
istrators valuable information to better 
meet the needs of our students. We are able 
to measure individual students’ growth and 
strengths compared with peers not only in 
their classroom and school, but in other class-
rooms across the region, state, nation and 
beyond. It helps us see and support ALL our 

students in greater depth and complexity.

HOW DATA HELPS KIDS



We Achieve

UPDATE  n  South Orangetown Central School District Newsletter  n  Winter 2020

n The 2019 edition of TZHS’ TONES won  
13 Empire State School Press Association  
Conference awards: Overall Publication,  
Gold; Cover Design: Paul Tucci (Bronze);  
Nonfiction: Juliana Guarracino (Silver) and  
Sophie Regina (HM); Layout: Hannah Ahn 
(Gold), Hannah Ahn and Katie Lussen (Gold), 
Alexa Cinque and Madeline McCarthy (Silver), 
Dylan Fitzgerald and Lois Kim (Silver), Emilia Bertoli and Madi Maggiore 
(Silver), Fiona Donovan and Anna Puris (Bronze); Photograph: Dylan Fitzgerald 
(HM), Sophia Palitti (HM); and, Poetry: Cassandra Bartels (HM).

n TZHS Culinary Arts student Tatiana Guzman was interviewed for WNBC’s  
“Today in New York” on January 14, as part of the show’s coverage of the 
preparations for Rockland BOCES’ annual ChiliFest. 

n SOMS seventh-grader Elizabeth M. won the  
Outstanding Delegate Award and eighth-grader  
Ethan C. won the Outstanding Debate Award (with  
Debate Club members, right) at the New York State 
YMCA Youth and Government Conference in Albany.

n Three TZHS DECA Club members advanced to States after their outstanding 
performance at Regionals in January: Aidan Donohue (1st, Food Marketing 
Series), Hadiya Qazi (1st, Human Resource Management) and AJ Mercer (3rd, 
Restaurant & Food Service Management).

n Eighth-grader Dani P. won the local Patriot’s Pen 
contest hosted by Raymond W. DeMeola VFW Post 
1615 and advanced to district judging. Finalists were 
sixth-graders Emily B., Eva F., Elise K., Megan T. and 
Lukas W.; seventh-graders Kevin K., Aoife Maria K. 
and Charles “Parker” T.; and, eighth-grader Daniel Y.

n 32 CLE and SOMS students were named 2019 New York Jets Upstanders of 
the Week! CLE: Arturo “Cuatro” G., Brady D., Brayden P., Brian B., Clara R.,  
Harrison C., Jaden L., Jake M., Jody L., Marvin J., Oliver D., Payton O., Ronan D.,  
Sally B., Vincent M. and Willam N. SOMS 
(most pictured, right): Amelia L., Ava T., 
Brian F., Charles M., Conor W., Emma C., 
Francesca R., Gisella N., Jessnoor K., 
John M., Juliana L., Kate M., Kierra K., 
Liam D., Ronan H. and Timothee M.

n All-Section athletes: Dan Murphy (FB) 
and Samantha Rivera (VB)

n Lohud Rockland Scholar-Athletes: Rebecca Heuler (VB) and Danny Linehan (BB)

n Lohud Rockland Player of the Season: Samantha Rivera (VB)

n All-County athletes: Hayley Algert (GT, 1st team), Brooke Batelli (GS, 1st team), 
Emma Carolan (GS, 1st team), Ariana Cucaj (GS, 1st team), Marisa Medina  
(GS, 1st team), Samantha Rivera (VB, 1st team), Daniella Cambrea (XC, 2nd 
team) Julia Fears (XC, 2nd team), Dylan McMorrow (XC, 2nd team), Gabby Shea 
(XC, 2nd team), Andrew Tarpey (FB, 2nd team), Jack McGrath (FB, 2nd team) 
and honorable mentions Jack Bonfiglio (FB), Hana Cucaj (GS), Kara Dixon (GS), 
Mati Dixon (GS), Luke Donnelly (FB),  Rebecca Heuler (VB), Val Jara (GT), Amy 
Kugelman (GS), Grace Linehan (GS), Vincent Loblanco (FB), Gianluca Maddalena 
(FB), Madison Maggiore (VB), Meg Majewski (XC), Sophia Morales (GS), Jason 
Olszewski (FB) and Ben Seltzer (FB). BB: Boys Basketball | FB: Football | GS: Girls 
Swimming | GT: Girls Tennis | VB: Volleyball | XC: Cross Country

“At TZ, I feel like I was part 
of a really nurturing culture, 
with both the student body 
and the teachers. I was able 
to be friends with all differ- 
ent types of people, the 
classes were small-ish, and 
the teachers were all great—
specifically the English, Math 
and Music Departments, 
as well as Señor Burgos 

and Mr. Keelty. I went to Cornell because I wanted to 
learn from industry leaders, the chance to work on new 
research, and the opportunity to meet people who 
were way smarter and more talented than myself— 
I got to do all those things! There are definitely people 
who graduated TZ with me who make way more 
money than I do, but I’m super happy being able to 
work on some of the coolest projects in the world.”

– Joval Matthew (‘12) 
is an avionics engineer with SpaceX’s Crew Dragon 

program in Los Angeles, which will be the first American 
spacecraft to carry humans since the retirement of the 

Space Shuttle. Joval earned a Bachelor of Engineering in 
Mechanical Engineering and a Masters of Engineering in 

Controls and Robotics from Cornell University.

“New Visions solidified my love 
for the healthcare field and that 
I wanted to become a Physician 
Assistant (PA). By seeing what 
nurses, nurse practitioners, 
physician assistants and doctors 
all do in order to provide care 
for their patients, I felt that the 
role of the PA fit my personal-
ity and what I wanted to do as a professional. Figuring 
this out before graduation greatly prepared me not 
only for college, but for beyond as well. The rigorous 
coursework of the New Visions curriculum prepared 
me for the academic part of college and the clinical 
side allowed me to decide which career path I wanted 
to pursue.”

– Diana Rizzo (‘18) 
attended the highly-competitive Rockland BOCES New 
Visions Health Careers Exploration program as a TZHS 

senior. Diana earned a scholarship from the University of 
South Carolina, where she is now a sophomore majoring 

in Public Health and an inducted member of Alpha Epsilon 
Delta, the national health pre-professional honor society.

(continued on page 4)

From left: Rebecca 
Heuler; Danny Linehan /
Photo Credit: Seth  
Harrison, The Journal 
News; and, Samantha 
Rivera

The #ProudTZGrad campaign 
features recent alumni who are excelling  
in an area directly connected to their academic 
and/or school-based extracurricular pursuits 
at TZHS.



UPDATE  n  South Orangetown Central School District Newsletter  n  Winter 2020

Over the past year, SOCSD has been developing its Master Capital Plan for the next 20 years based on Building 
Condition Survey data, safety and security considerations, space utilization studies, enrollment projections and 
evolving program needs to provide all students with an exceptional educational experience.

Last summer, engineers assessed and documented the  
condition of infrastructure including HVAC, plumbing,  
and electrical systems in all four schools (at SOMS, above),  
the Tappan Zee Education Center, the Palisades School and  
the Greenbush Building.

Throughout the fall and winter, the District’s Facilities Committee toured our 
schools and met with building administrators to discuss and prioritize capital needs.

Teacher Darrell Flynn joined the high school faculty 
this year with over a decade of experience. “I’ve taught 
financial literacy for the past 12 years and was a pilot 
teacher for the University of Chicago’s FinEDge  
curriculum in my previous district,” he said. At the  
December 5 Curriculum Council meeting, Flynn  
presented his proposal for a new, one-semester course, 
Career and Financial Management, to be offered in the 
2020-21 school year. The course will align with the  
research-based FinEDge curriculum, available to schools 
at no cost, and be open to all high school students.

“FinEDge follows a Financial Well-Being Map,” Flynn 
explained. “We start with financial decision-making: 
talking about our values and attitudes toward money 
and setting goals. What does it mean to be financially 
well? Then we cover the pathways toward financial 
wellness: savings and spending, borrowing, earning, 
managing risk through investing and insurance and 
financing post-secondary education.”

“We are promoting this for students earlier in their high 
school experience,” said Assistant Superintendent for 
Curriculum and Instruction Brian Culot. “Ideally, we’d 
like every student to take this course by graduation.”

Financial Literacy is Focus of  
Business Curriculum Redesign

New Handwriting Program Enhances  
Engagement and Performance

All second- and third-grade classes, 
along with four kindergarten and 
three first-grade classes, have 
transitioned this year to Handwriting 
Without Tears (HWT), an award- 
winning, multi-sensory curriculum 
for print and cursive letter writing.  
The shift resulted from teacher 
feedback that students were having 

difficulty reading and writing in cursive and accessing primary sources, such as 
historical letters and documents, for research.

“Our occupational therapists have used HWT for years because they have found 
it to be developmentally appropriate and able to meet students’ needs at different 
levels,” explained K-5 Instructional Literacy Coach Kristy Nadler. “We’re seeing 
tremendous growth among students overall. Our OTs are reporting better  
performance among students they see now that HWT is being used for both  
pullouts and class instruction. We’re also able to measure results to evaluate 
student progress throughout the year.” 

HWT lessons are brief—just 15 minutes two to three times per week—but they 
are a highlight of the school day for students. Instructional materials include 
songs, short video tutorials, iPad applications, workbooks and print visuals which 
keep students interested and engaged as they build skills.

A recent kindergarten lesson in Amy Sheehy’s class included a song with choreo-
graphed “skywriting” to practice letter formation, a brief video with memorable  
writing tips and hands-on practice printing the letter in short words and sentences. 

Meanwhile, Occupational Therapist Monica Diaz had third-graders in Kathleen 
Allen and Irene Alvarado’s class on their feet to skywrite cursive letters, followed 
by hands-on practice and writing with eyes closed to reinforce muscle memory.

HWT will be rolled out for district-wide K-3 implementation in 2020-21 as part 
of a larger redesign of the elementary English Language Arts curriculum, which 
has included adoption of the Teachers College Reading & Writing Project and 
Phonics curricula.

SOCSD SNAPSHOTS: MASTER CAPITAL PLANNING
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Incoming Kindergarten
Registration Assistance
• Tuesday, February 25 
 6:00-8:00pm | WOS
• Wednesday, March 18 
 6:00-8:00pm | WOS

• Friday, March 20
 8:30am-3:30pm | WOS

SOCSD School Maker Faire
• Thursday, March 5
 6:30pm | TZHS Gym

PreK Playgroups
• Wednesday, March 4
• Wednesday, March 18
• Wednesday, April 1
• Wednesday, April 22
    9:30am & 10:30am | Family 
    Engagement Center @ SOMS

Upcoming DATES

Student representatives 
from every fi fth-grade 
class are taking the lead 
in helping CLE boost 
its energy effi ciency as 
members of the Power 
Patrol, a collaboration 
with the District’s 
Facilities Department. 
It’s an opportunity to 
apply what they learn in 
math and science to a project that will have a real impact on their 
school, our District and our environment.

“We’re piloting this group to support our District goals of saving 
energy and updating heating and lighting systems in our building,” 
said Director of Facilities Jack Rallo. “It’s exciting to engage our 
students as partners in this effort.”

Rallo, Assistant Principal Rob Schliessman and Custodian Robert 
Smith led the inaugural meeting of the group, which covered 
energy basics and how reducing waste helps the environment and 
saves money. “This is the fi rst time we’re really considering how 
to conserve energy at Cottage Lane,” Schliessman told students. 
“You’ll be able to see how much energy our school is using and 
participate in setting goals to reduce waste.”

In addition to promoting simple energy 
conservation practices in their homerooms, 
the Power Patrol will gather data on class-
room energy usage and brainstorm ideas at 
brief monthly meetings with Rallo, Schilessman 
and Smith. Their work will help to inform 
ongoing facilities maintenance and upgrades 
and, potentially, identify projects to be 
included in the District’s Master Capital Plan.

As a result of their studies and experience with CLE’s long-standing 
“reduce, reuse and recycle” school culture, Power Patrol members 
see the connection between their efforts and the world around them.

Power Patrol Promotes Energy Effi ciency
“My history, literature and 
language courses at TZ played 
a huge role in helping me realize 
what I wanted to study. 
Ms. McMane whipped my essays 
into shape and taught me how to 
write with a structure as persua-
sive as I believed my arguments 

to be. Mr. Matulac, who I never had as a teacher, was a crucial 
mentor to me and taught me how to really be critical when reading. 
Mr. Burgos and Ms. Arietta taught me that language courses are 
always more about what happens outside the classroom than 
what happens inside them. They demanded a rigor which allowed 
me to later be more confi dent when completing coursework in 
both French and Arabic. Mr. Robertson’s AP European History 
class made me realize I would never be done studying; I will be in 
school until at least halfway through the next decade. I also want 
to give a shout-out to Mr. Anderson at SOMS, who spurred my 
interest in the social sciences when I was just a little kid!”

– Ryan Zohar (‘15)
graduated from the Dual BA Program offered jointly by Columbia 

University and Sciences Po and is currently studying Arabic in Amman, 
Jordan as a Fellow with the Center for Arabic Study Abroad. He will 

enter the University of Michigan’s doctoral program in Sociocultural 
Anthropology this fall to focus on Middle Eastern Jewish communities.

#ProudTZGrad (continued from page 2)


